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Abstract: The hydrogenation of trans,trans-muconic acid was investigated on a Pt/C 5% (wt) catalyst
in a batch slurry reactor at constant hydrogen pressure (4 bar) and temperature (323, 333 and
343 K), with the purpose of developing a kinetic model able to predict conversions and product
distributions. A dual-site Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson (LHHW) model with hydrogen
dissociation provided good fitting of the experimental data. The model parameters were regressed
by robust numerical methods to overcome the computational challenges of the model parameters’
collinearity. Different reaction mechanisms were tested; the best model involved two subsequent
hydrogenation steps. The first step yielded from trans,trans-muconic acid a monounsaturated
intermediate (trans-2-hexenedioic acid), which was further hydrogenated to adipic acid in the second
step. The intermediate was subjected to an equilibrium isomerization with cis-2-hexenedioic acid.
The activation energy values and the rate constants were calculated for the reactions, providing the
first reference for trans,trans-muconic acid hydrogenation.
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1. Introduction

Muconic acid (MA) is a bio-derived dicarboxylic acid, which has the potential for becoming a
strategic intermediate for the polyamide and polyester industry [1–3]. Intensive biotechnological
research has identified a number of genetically engineered strains able to produce cis,cis-muconic
acid (ccMA) in quantitatively significant amounts from different feedstock [4–6]. Some engineered
strains have achieved the best conversions to date, in particular, strains of Escherichia coli starting from
glucose [7,8] and of Pseudomonas putida from aromatics [9,10]. The feedstock flexibility is particularly
relevant as both the cellulosic and lignin fractions of the biomass could be employed as cheap and
abundant raw materials, opening the door to second generation biorefinery applications for fully
sustainable adipic acid production [11]. Additionally, Saccharomyces cerevisiae was proved effective in
converting sugars to MA, paving the way to future low-cost industrial fermentations [12,13]. The reason
for the strong interest toward the efficient production of ccMA and its cis,trans and trans,trans isomers
is explained by the versatility of these compounds for the production of strategic bulk chemicals.
For example, MA and its partially hydrogenated derivative 3-hexenedioic acid can be used for the
production of unsaturated polyesters (UPE) [14–16]. Upon undergoing the Diels–Alder reaction,
MA provides a class of aromatic monomers including terephthalic acid and esters [17,18]. However,
the most attractive application in the short term is the possibility to use MA to produce adipic acid
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(AA) [19], the main building block in the polyamide industry (PA6 and PA6,6). This can be achieved by
performing a complete hydrogenation of the unsaturated MA bonds [6]. The bio-derived AA would
enter a market of 2.6 Mton/year, offering a green alternative to the traditional petro-chemical process,
which still causes serious safety and environmental concerns [20]. A consistent number of scientific
publications has addressed the catalytic hydrogenation of MA: Table 1 provides a short overview of the
most relevant contributions in the literature. Surprisingly, only qualitative insights into the reaction’s
mechanism have been published to date [21], and very few attempts have been made to ensure the
technological scalability of the reaction [22]. In fact, these early studies on catalyst selection aimed
at demonstrating the reaction’s feasibility, rather than performing the optimization of the reaction’s
parameters such as temperature, pressure catalyst/substrate ratio and reaction duration. Focusing
on the data of Table 1, it is possible to see how the reaction scalability is subject to a complicated
trade-off. As a general indication, to achieve good yields and short reaction times, high concentrations
of noble catalysts or higher pressures and temperatures are required, which, however, would result in
higher production costs. Additionally, the choice of the reaction solvent is important: organic solvents
allow more concentrated reactions, but aqueous hydrogenations are still preferable due to safety and
environmental reasons. Recently, the authors achieved the complete conversion of MA to AA on a
commercial Pt/C (5% wt) catalyst in aqueous media, in a batch stirred reactor at mild temperature
(50–70 ◦C) and mild hydrogen pressure (4 bar) [23]. These promising results, together with the
development of robust analytical methods to identify the reaction intermediates [24], encouraged this
first detailed kinetic study on muconic acid hydrogenation, here presented. The problem of estimating
the hydrogenation kinetic constants has been treated only cursorily in the literature, focusing on
limited data points and providing an indication of the sole muconic acid hydrogenation apparent
activation energy [10]. Still, a kinetic study is a necessary step from the perspective of a scale up of the
reaction, as the definition of a reaction model can provide also better insights into the pathways of
MA hydrogenation by comparing different reaction mechanisms, leading to a rational optimization of
the reaction conditions. Additionally, a reaction model can be useful for simulating and comparing
industrial reactor configurations, to better assess the economics of catalytic hydrogenation against
those of technologies concurrently under development, such as the recently proposed electrocatalytic
hydrogenation [24].

Table 1. Selected publications on muconic acid catalytic hydrogenation.

Catalyst T (◦C) P (bar) Time (h) Conversion (%) AA yield (%) Solvent Ref.

Pt/C 10% 25 3.5 3 100 90 Water [25]
Pt/C 10% 25 34 2.5 100 97 Water [8]

Ru10Pt2/SiO2 80 30 5 91 96 Ethanol [26]
Pt/C 5% 160 n.a. 12 n.a. 99 Pentanol [27]
Re/TiO2 210 68 5 100 90 Methanol [28]

Pd/C 10% 25 7 4 n.a. 62 n-butanol [29]
Royer 37 25 18 n.a. 75 [30]

Pd/C 1% 24 24 0.3 >97 >97 Water [10]
Ni/Al2O3 14.2% 60 10 5 100 >99 [22]

Ni electrode 25 25 1 50 <5 Acidic solution [24]
Pt/C 5% 60 4 2.5 100 100 Water [23]

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental

The used reactants were trans,trans-muconic acid (ttMA) (Sigma Aldrich) and ultra-high-purity
hydrogen (Sapio 99.9%). AA was prepared by the hydrogenation of ttMA over a commercial 5%
Pt/C catalyst (Sigma Aldrich). The catalyst is characterized by a mean grain size of about 40 µm.
The hydrogenation of ttMA was performed in an autoclave equipped with temperature and pressure
control. The catalyst (in the amount of 0.1 g) was pre-treated in a hydrogen atmosphere at 6 bar and
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260 ◦C for 3 h. Then, it was cooled to room temperature, and 10 mL of a 0.07 M aqueous solution
of ttMA (sodium salt) was added. The reaction mixture was heated at the desired temperature and
stirred with a magnetic stirrer at 800 rpm. All the tests were performed at 4 bar of static hydrogen.
The reaction was then quenched with nitrogen at different reaction times, and the catalyst was removed
immediately by filtration. ttMA conversion was measured by UV-Vis analysis on the filtered sample,
while selectivity was evaluated after performing a Fischer esterification reaction on the dried sample
for 48 h in methanol. The analysis of the esterified products was performed with a gas chromatograph
(GC Master Dani) equipped with a column Supelcowax 10 (60 m × 0.53 mm i.d., 1 µm) and a thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) detector. Details of the UV-Vis and GC/TCD analyses, together with an
extensive characterization of the catalyst and the reaction equipment, are reported by Capelli et al. [23].
The reactor was demonstrated to guarantee a kinetic regime, which excludes any mass transfer
limitation between the gas, liquid and solid phases [23].

The kinetic experimental points were taken by tracking the conversion profiles at different
temperatures (323, 333 and 343 K), maintaining the other reaction conditions unaltered. The dissolved-
hydrogen-in-water values were calculated in PRO/II 9.1 (Invensys systems Inc) using the NRTL
model with Henry’s law expression. As the hydrogen pressure was kept constant (4 bar) and the
solvent/substrate ratio was high (70:1 by weight), the dissolved hydrogen concentration could be
assumed to be constant throughout the reaction [31]. Finally, the kinetic study was performed only
on the ttMA isomer, to simplify the design of experiments and reduce the degrees of freedom of the
reaction. An application on a real fermentation broth would probably deal with mixtures of MA
isomers (cis,cis/cis,trans/trans,trans), because the MA-producing microorganisms yield the cis,cis form,
which can isomerize during the product recovery steps [32].

However, the analysis of the sole ttMA has many advantages. In the first place, due to the lower
solubility and higher heat of formation, ttMA is the most stable of the possible isomers [24].

Hence, the temperature and pressure optimized for ttMA hydrogenation can be readily applied
for the other isomers, leaving space for further optimization. Second, the formation of other possible
intermediates (i.e., 3-hexanedioic acid), which were detected during ccMA hydrogenation [21], is limited,
as their amount is negligible during ttMA reduction [28,33]. Third, with the purpose of mechanism
modelling, the use of ttMA allows the exclusion of the sterically hindered isomerization equilibria
between cis,cis, cis,trans and trans,trans, which allows the removal of parallel or concurrent pathways.
This further simplifies the parameter regression. The original dataset used for the model parameter
regression is reported in Table S1.

2.2. Kinetic Modelling

The Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson (LHHW) model was selected to define the reaction
rate equations, assuming the reaction on the surface as the rate-determining step [34]. This expression
decomposes the adsorption–reaction–desorption mechanism occurring on the catalyst surface into
several elementary steps, allowing the consideration of the competitive adsorption equilibria of the
species and the testing of the hypotheses of molecular or dissociated hydrogen reactions on the active
metal. A preliminary study at constant temperature identified an LHHW competitive adsorption with
a hydrogen dissociation mechanism [33]. The generic reaction rate equation is [34]:

R j =
k j·Ct·KH2 ·CH2 ·Ki·Ci

(1 +
∑

k Kk·Ck)
n (1)

KH2 and Ki are the adsorption constants for hydrogen and the species i, respectively. Ci is the
concentration of the species i, k j is the kinetic constant of reaction j, and Ct is concentration of the active
sites. According to the parameter tables developed by Yang and Hougen, n = 3 expresses the hydrogen
dissociation mechanism.
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The temperature dependence of the kinetic constant can be expressed using the Arrhenius equation:

k j = A j·exp
(
−Eatt, j

R·T

)
(2)

The adsorption constant Kk‘s temperature dependence can be modelled using the Van’t Hoff

equation, but in the case of high surface coverage, the temperature dependence of the adsorption can
be neglected, operating a liquid-phase hydrogenation [35]; the number of parameters can therefore
be reduced. However, even if LHHW is one of the most used models in reaction engineering,
its mathematical structure is barely suitable for application in nonlinear regression, because of the
strongly collinear nature of the parameters, which leads to ill-conditioning problems [36]. This means
that while carrying out the parameter regression, the minimization of the squared error becomes
challenging even for robust solvers, and the obtained results can be deeply affected by small
perturbations of the input data, which are inevitable due to the experimental error. These weaknesses are
particularly important for models with many adaptive parameters and reaction steps, which involve
the solution of large-size nonlinear regression problems, together with the dynamic solution of
the stiff ordinary differential equations (ODEs) system derived from the material balances of the
chemical species.

To reduce the computational work, a common and well-established approach is the re-
parametrization of the model and the removal of the less significant parameters when possible.
Equation (1) was therefore re-parametrized as:

R j =
k∗jCiCH2

(1 +
∑

k Kk·Ck)
3 (3)

where the kinetic constant of the numerator
(
k∗j

)
is expressed as a modified Arrhenius formula

(Equation (4)):

k∗j = exp
[
Ã j −

Eatt, j

R

(
1
T
−

1

T

)]
(4)

where T is the average of the explored temperatures (i.e., 333 K). The constant contributions in the
numerator of Equation (1) (i.e., KH2 , KttMA and Ct) were all combined in the factor Ã j, which appears
as one of the arguments of the exponential function. Equation (4) is therefore equivalent to Equation
(2), but, from a mathematical viewpoint, it helps in reducing the number of conditions by simplifying
the optimization problem [36]. These equations could be further re-parametrized, but this would
result in a difficult interpretation of the parameters, which does not allow the definition of physical
constraints to the kinetic constants. The advantage of Equation (3) is that the adsorption constants
of the LHHW model (or the activation energies of the Arrhenius equations) can be constrained in
the known ranges available in the literature. In particular, a range between 10 and 120 kJ mol−1

for the apparent activation energy of double-bond hydrogenations on noble metal catalysts can be
considered [10,31,37–39]. As for the adsorption constants, concentration values between 10−1 and
104 L mol−1 can be taken into account [31,40,41]. This broad range is sufficient to considerably reduce
the convergence time.

The calculation of the parameters can be performed by minimizing the objective function, which is
the sum of squared errors (SSE):

SSE =
∑

i

(
Ci,exp −Ci,calc

)2
(5)

where Ci,calc and Ci,exp are, respectively, the calculated and the experimental concentration of species i.
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The quality of the model was evaluated by comparing the final value of the SSE and the coefficient
of determination, defined as:

R2(%) = 1−
SSE∑

i

(
Ci,exp −Ci,exp

)2 (6)

where Ci,exp is the average experimental value.
The optimization method used to reach the best parameter optimization is based on the class of

robust minimization of the C++ language and BzzMath library [36]. The least squares method analysis
tools were used to calculate the 95% confidence interval on the regressed. Finally, to confirm the results,
different solvers were used in Matlab (lsqnonlin function) and C++ (BzzMath nonLinReg).

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the hypothesized reaction mechanism obtained after several preliminary tests [33].
The first step converts ttMA to two isomers ((2Z)-2-hexenedioic acid (tHDA) and (2E)-2-hexenedioic
acid (cHDA)). The reactions R_h01 and R_h02 are assumed to be irreversible. The concentration of the
intermediates is regulated by an equilibrium isomerization reaction (R_i12). The second step of the
reaction leads to the formation of adipic acid from both the intermediates (R_h13 and R_h23).
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The set of ordinary differential equations defines the above mechanism (LHHW_17P), and it has
17 adaptive parameters (Table 2).

Table 2. Material balance equations solved for the model LHHW_17P.

Species Kinetic Equation

ttMA dCttMA
dt = −Rh01 −Rh02 = −

→

k
∗

h01·CttMA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3 −

→

k
∗

h02·CttMA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3

(7)

cHDA dCcHDA
dt = +Rh01 −Rh13 −Ri12 = −

→

k
∗

h01·CttMA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3 −

→

k
∗

h13·CcHDA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3 −

→

k
∗

i12· CcHDA−
→

k
∗

i12· CtHDA·

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3

(8)

tHDA dCtHDA
dt = +Rh01 −Rh23 + Ri12 = −

→

k
∗

h02·CttMA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3 −

→

k
∗

h23·CtHDA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3 −

→

k
∗

i12· CcHDA−
→

k
∗

i12· CtHDA·

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3

(9)

AA dCAA
dt = Rh13 + Rh23 = −

→

k
∗

h13·CcHDA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3 −

→

k
∗

h23·CtHDA·CH2

(1+
∑

KiCi)
3

(10)

H2
dCH2

dt = 0 (11)

The results of the regression are listed in Table S2 and appear encouraging (supporting information).
An R2 close to 99% was obtained, and the results of the fitting can be also appreciated considering the
concentration profiles and the dispersion diagram (Figure 2).
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However, the statistical analysis on the obtained parameters showed little consistency, with a
large value of the confidence interval for all the parameters. This result underlines the limit of the
available experimental data, which lack the calculation of the experimental error due to the long and
difficult experimental workup (72 h per point).

In addition, the wide confidence intervals point out the limits of this flexible model that is able to
follow the concentration profile in virtue of the many adaptive parameters (which, in case of Eah01,
are also close to the boundary limit). Therefore, the LHHW_17P model was abandoned, with the view
of chasing a simpler and more stable formulation.

The model was reformulated in the following way: the R_h01 reaction was excluded from
the mechanism, obtaining a model with 15 parameters. In fact, the R_h01 reaction combines ttMA
hydrogenation with its isomerization. However, an isomerization to a higher-energy structure in a
strong reducing environment is unlikely to occur.

Despite the model LHHW_15P having a lower number of parameters, the coefficient of
determination decreased by only 0.6%. At the same time, the uncertainty of the parameters sensibly
decreased. Moreover, the apparent energy values were lower and in line with the value previously
calculated. On the other hand, the results of the confidence limits were still unsatisfactory for gaining
a reliable indication of the kinetic constants, and the model needed further simplification.

The contribution of the group KH2CH2 can be neglected considering a constant H2 concentration
and the value of the adsorption constant, which are small and close to lower limit [31]. Additionally,
the group KAACAA was neglected, since the adsorption constants of unsaturated compounds are much
higher than those of the saturated ones.

Even though it was simplified in subsequent steps, the approximated model formulation
(LHHW_13P) proved to be far more stable than the others, with a strong decrease in parameter
collinearity. Only Ah02 shows unacceptable values of confidence intervals, but in this case, the reason
should be identified in merely numerical disturbances, as this parameter converges to a value close to
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0. The susceptibility of Arrhenius constants to numerical issues can be found in the formulation of Ãj,
itself, which combines all those catalyst properties not explicitly included in the model formulation
(as number of active sites). Another reason is the position of the adsorption constants of the reacting
species at the numerator, which makes their value little interpretable by physical or chemical reasoning.
A numerical sensitivity analysis on the regressed parameter was therefore performed, constraining the
lower limit of Ah02 to the values of 10−5, 10−3 and 10−1 (this latter with the same order of magnitude
of the similar parameter Ah23). The results are reported in Table 3; as predictable, the solver always
converges to the boundary value for Ah0. Noticeably, the other parameters do not vary substantially
with the major fluctuations of the other Arrhenius pre-exponential parameters, which, as already
stated, carry all the approximations of the model simplification. Still, the quality of the regression did
not worsen in any of the three cases, which makes all the sets of parameters acceptable. On the other
hand, the third case becomes more interesting considering the narrower 95% confidence intervals.
The regression results are graphically shown in Figure S1. In conclusion, it is possible to use the results
of the sensitivity analysis to draw some reasonable boundaries for the estimates of the activation energy
of muconic acid hydrogenation. Eah02 (ttMA to tHDA) is between the values of 27.3 and 27.5 kJ/mol,
Eah23 (tHDA to AA) is between 39.7 and 40.1 kJ mol−1, Eai12 (cHDA to tHDA) is between 20.5 and
29.2 kJ mol−1, and Eai21 (tHDA to cHDA) is between 751 and 825 kJ mol−1. Taking into consideration
the isomerization reaction, it is evident how the cis to trans reaction is favored. Considering the overall
results, the regression shows how the estimated activation energy of the hydrogenation reaction R_h02
(first double bond) is lower than the R_h23 one (complete hydrogenation). This means that the first
hydrogenation reaction is the fastest reaction step, while to completely hydrogenate the intermediates,
more energy is required [42]. This also explains the measured longer persistency of the intermediate
tHDA with respect to ttMA. The ease of the isomerization of cHDA to tHDA explains instead why
no cHDA accumulation was observed even at low temperature. Therefore, reactions R_h01, R_i12
and R_h13 are disadvantaged using 5%Pt/AC and water as reaction media, and also can be possibly
excluded when modelling the hydrogenation of cis,cis muconic acid.

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis performed on the constrained regression increasing the lower acceptable
value of parameter Ah02 to three test values: 1.00 × 10−5 1.00 × 10−3 and 1.00 × 10−1. The divergence
columns highlight the little limited variation on the calculated parameters despite imposing new
boundary limits to Ah02.

LHHW_13P Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Reference
Parameters

Calculated
Parameters Divergence Calculated

Parameters Divergence Calculated
Parameters Divergence

KttMA 9.40 × 100 9.40 × 100 0.00% 9.41 × 100 +0.11% 9.85 × 100 +4.79%
KcHDA 3.44 × 104 3.21 × 104 −6.69% 3.59 × 104 +4.36% 4.95 × 104 +43.90%
KtHDA 2.28 × 101 2.27 × 101 −0.44% 2.28 × 101 0.00% 2.52 × 101 +10.53%

Ah02 8.86 × 10−6 1.00 × 10−5 limited 1.00 × 10−3 limited 1.00 × 10−1 limited
Eah02 2.75 × 104 2.75 × 104 0.00% 2.75 × 104 0.00% 2.73 × 104 −0.73%
Ah23 1.39 × 10−1 1.39 × 10−1 0.00% 1.40 × 10−1 +0.72% 2.40 × 10−1 +72.66%
Eah23 4.01 × 104 4.01 × 104 0.00% 4.01 × 104 0.00% 3.97 × 104 −1.00%
Ai12 2.23 × 101 2.23 × 101 0.00% 2.23 × 101 0.00% 2.30 × 101 +3.14%
Ai21 5.17 × 100 5.23 × 100 +1.16% 5.24 × 100 +1.35% 5.02 × 100 −2.90%
Eai12 2.95 × 104 2.05 × 104 −30.51% 2.92 × 104 −1.02% 2.60 × 104 −11.86%
Eai21 7.63 × 105 7.53 × 105 −1.31% 7.51 × 105 −1.57% 8.25 × 105 +8.13%
Ah13 8.66 × 100 8.66 × 100 0.00% 8.72 × 100 +0.69% 8.89 × 100 −2.66%
Eah13 3.89 × 104 3.29 × 104 −15.42% 3.80 × 104 −2.31% 4.67 × 104 +20.05%

RR 7.76 × 10−4 7.69 × 10−4 7.69 × 10−4 7.71 × 10−4

4. Conclusions

A temperature-dependent dual-site LHHW model was successfully applied to the case of
the dissociative hydrogenation of ttMA salts to obtain adipic acid. The hypothesized mechanism
involves a two-step reaction with the formation of two intermediates, (2Z)-2-hexenedioic acid and
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(2E)-2-hexenedioic acid, that are in isomerization equilibrium. As expected, the use of a dual-site
dissociative LHHW model led to computational regression issues, which were overcome by simplifying
the model to reduce the number of regressed parameters, without losing the model’s representativeness.
The final model is able to well fit the experimental data, providing the first set of reference intervals for
the kinetic constants of this hydrogenation reaction, in line with the values of other similar systems.
This study opens the door to further investigations, to integrate the proposed LHHW model with, for
example, direct estimates of the species adsorption constants or with extended reaction conditions,
paving the way toward a sustainable adipic acid industry.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2227-9717/8/8/929/s1.
Figure S1: Results of the regression with the model LHHW_13P (Case 3). Table S1: Experimental data at different
temperatures for trans,trans-muconic acid hydrogenation on Pt/C 5% at 4 bar of hydrogen. Table S2: Calculated
values for the different models with 95% confidence intervals and regression metrics.
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Abbreviations

ttMA trans,trans-muconic acid
tHDA (2E)-2-hexenedioic acid
cHDA (2Z)-2-hexenedioic acid
AA adipic acid
LHHW Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson model
SSE sum of squared errors
R2 coefficient of determination
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